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SATURDAY 01 FEBRUARY 2014

SAT 01:35 Wild China (b00bwky1)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

SAT 19:00 Wild China (b00bwky1)
Tibet
Documentary capturing pioneering images to exhibit the
dazzling array of mysterious and wonderful creatures that live
in China's most beautiful landscapes.
The vast Tibetan Plateau is one of the world's most remote
places and home to chiru antelopes, wild yaks, foxes and bears.
It has a remarkable culture shaped by over one 1,000 years of
Buddhism, while its mountains and glaciers provide a vital life
support system for half the planet.

SAT 20:00 Pain, Pus and Poison: The Search for Modern
Medicines (b03ccs7k)
Pus
Infection can take over the entire human body, and if our
immune systems aren't strong enough we will die - in fact,
infectious disease has regularly wiped out millions of people
across the planet. Dr Michael Mosley explores our earliest
attempts to tackle infection and reveals the moment we began to
harness the power of microbes to fight back. This is the story of
how scientists, chemists and doctors helped us win the battle,
from Louis Pasteur to Howard Florey, and how a small team of
dedicated men and women wiped out one of mankind's
deadliest diseases - smallpox.

SAT 02:35 Pain, Pus and Poison: The Search for Modern
Medicines (b03ccs7k)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

SUNDAY 02 FEBRUARY 2014
SUN 19:00 Francesco's Italy: Top to Toe (b00791vw)
The Romantic North
Francesco da Mosto gets romantic in Juliet's home town of
Verona, witnesses the birth of western art, has a fashion
makeover from Giorgio Armani, is invited into a closed convent
to see the tomb of the most notorious woman in European
history, and goes deep-sea diving in pursuit of a childhood
dream.

SUN 20:00 Hidden Histories: Britain's Oldest Family
Businesses (b03slwfr)
Durtnell the Builder
Alex Durtnell's family have been builders for over 400 years.
We follow Alex as he travels back through the centuries and
rediscovers the houses his family have built, right back to the
reign of Elizabeth I.

SAT 21:00 The Bridge (b03jst8c)
Series 2

Narrated by Margaret Mountford.

Episode 9

SUN 21:00 The Skin I Live In (b01mdgk3)
Spanish psychological thriller in which, following the death of
his wife in a car accident, an eminent plastic surgeon strives to
create an indestructible synthetic skin which could have saved
her. After many years spent researching and experimenting,
against all medical ethics he is ready to go ahead with a human
trial. All he needs is a human guinea pig.

After a composite sketch of the perpetrator is made and Saga
and Martin learn who it is, they must get to him in time. When
they think the case is solved, it turns out there is one more final
piece left. Their leads point to Kastrup Airport, but once they
realise what it all means it may be too late.
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Grohl (who also appears in the film) in which he uncovers
stories about the Los Angeles studio Sound City, where some of
the greatest rock albums of all time were perfected and
recorded.
Sound City was state of the art when it opened in 1969,
featuring a legendary Neve recording console. Through
interviews with the musicians and producers who have worked
at the studio over the years, the film uncovers and defines the
intangible magic within those wires and walls that was
responsible for such an incredible history of contemporary
music.
For over four decades, it was the birthplace of some of the
world's most treasured music, including Nirvana's Nevermind,
Neil Young's After the Gold Rush, Tom Petty's Damn the
Torpedoes, Fleetwood Mac's eponymous album and Johnny
Cash's Unchained, to name just a few.
Grohl discovers the stories of the iconic bands that recorded
there. We learn how Mick Fleetwood met Stevie Nicks and
Lindsey Buckingham at Sound City, leading to them joining
Fleetwood Mac, and discover why musicians and producers
such as Butch Vig, Frank Black, Trent Reznor and Lars Ulrich
all chose to work in its analogue environment over newer, more
state-of-the-art studios. Grohl also tracks the growth of digital
music and the inevitable death of analogue recording, which
changed the industry and Sound City forever.
The story of Sound City is an integral part of the personal story
of Dave Grohl, whose music was forever influenced by those
who once recorded in Studio A and left their mark in the form
of the many platinum records hanging on the walls within. He
completes the film by bringing some of the great names
together at his Studio 606 to record a new album on the original
Sound City Neve console, culminating in new performances
from Rick Springfield, Stevie Nicks, Lee Ving, Josh Homme,
Trent Reznor, Krist Novoselic and Sir Paul McCartney.
Featuring contributions from Neil Young, Tom Petty, Stevie
Nicks, Trent Reznor, Rick Rubin, Mick Fleetwood, Lars Ulrich,
John Fogerty, Jim Keltner, Rick Springfield, Josh Homme,
Frank Black, Barry Manilow, Lindsey Buckingham, Lee Ving,
Pat Smear and Krist Novoselic.

Can Martin repair his marriage? Saga's and Martin's friendship
is put to the test.

In Spanish with English subtitles.

In Danish and Swedish with English subtitles.

SUN 22:50 These Four Walls (b03t4pq8)
Five stories of aspiration against a background of poverty and
austerity. With the aim of finding the real people behind
familiar media stereotypes, documentary-maker Peter Gordon
travels through Yorkshire and talks to some of those struggling
through hard times.

SUN 02:55 Francesco's Italy: Top to Toe (b00791vw)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 today]

Fran and her daughter Niamh live in one of the most deprived
parts of Leeds in a house whose fabric is falling apart. Niamh,
without telling her mother, applied for entry to an exclusive feepaying school, one she has always dreamed of attending. She
won a bursary. This is her way out of a life with no future and
Fran, who suffers from epilepsy, recognises this and fully
supports her, but at great personal cost. Their struggle is felt
every day, but the way they talk about themselves and their
situation is heartfelt, perceptive and amusing.

MON 19:00 World News Today (b03td3l8)
The latest national and international news, exploring the day's
events from a global perspective.

SAT 22:00 The Bridge (b03kk8lv)
Series 2

MONDAY 03 FEBRUARY 2014

Episode 10
Saga and Martin realise the case isn't over and that there is one
more perpetrator. But who is Mikkel Host? It's a race against
the clock to prevent a disaster in which many lives are at stake.
Martin makes a crucial decision, and in the end Saga faces an
extremely difficult choice that will change everything.
In Danish and Swedish with English subtitles.

SAT 23:00 The Joy of ABBA (b03lyzpp)
Between 1974 and 1982 ABBA plundered the Anglo-Saxon
charts but divided critical opinion. This documentary explores
how they raised the bar for pop music as a form and made us
fall in love with the sound of Swedish melancholy. A saga about
the soul of pop.

SAT 00:00 ABBA at the BBC (b03lyzpr)
If you fancy an hour's worth of irresistible guilty pleasures from
Anni-Frid, Benny, Bjorn and Agnetha, this is the programme
for you. ABBA stormed the 1974 Eurovision song contest with
their winning entry Waterloo, and this programme charts the
meteoric rise of the band with some of their greatest
performances at the BBC.
It begins in 1974 with their first Top of the Pops appearance,
and we even get to see the band entertaining holidaymakers in
Torbay in a 1975 Seaside Special. There are many classic
ABBA tunes from the 1979 BBC special ABBA in Switzerland,
plus their final BBC appearance on the Late Late Breakfast
show in 1982.
This compilation is a must for all fans and includes great
archive interviews, promos and performances of some of
ABBA's classics including Waterloo, Dancing Queen, Does
Your Mother Know, Thank You for the Music, SOS, Fernando,
Chiquitita and many more.

SAT 01:00 Top of the Pops (b03t4px8)
Weekly pop chart programme presented by Mike Read,
including performances by Nazareth, the Three Degrees, UFO,
the Members, Sally Oldfield, Two Man Sound, Generation X
and the Pointer Sisters, with a dance sequence by Legs & Co.

A mile or so up the road on another estate lives Charlotte, a
young single parent with two small children, who talks about
her early ambitions and present frustration. She feels isolated
and trapped, but looks ahead and plans for the future. Charlotte
is determined to succeed as a working mother.
In Sheffield there is a lunch club where the elderly can go for
an hour or two for a meal and some company - small reward for
a life of hard physical labour.
In the north east an angry and unemployed 22-year-old yearns
for a job, security and a family life, while in well-heeled York a
young couple with two small children live in a cramped and
overcrowded flat, all sleeping in one damp bedroom with
fungus on the ceiling.
These are the real voices of the disadvantaged, the excluded or
the marginalised who, between the four walls of their homes,
dream, hope and plan for a better future.

SUN 23:50 Blondie: One Way or Another (b0074thn)
The story of New York's finest - the most successful and
enduring band fronted by a woman - Debbie Harry and Blondie.
From their Bowery beginnings at CBGB's in 1974 to their
controversial induction into the Rock n Roll Hall of Fame in
New York. The band crossed pop with punk, reggae and rap
and had no 1s in all styles. With exclusive backstage and
performance footage from their UK tour plus in-depth
interviews with current and ex-band members and friends Iggy
Pop, Shirley Manson, Tommy Ramone, and Chris Frantz and
Tina Weymouth of Talking Heads.

SUN 01:05 Sound City (b03sltyb)
Documentary produced and directed by rock superstar Dave

Supported by bbc.co.uk/programmes/

MON 19:30 The Boats That Built Britain (b00s96rt)
The Matthew
No ship has ever made a more important discovery than the
Matthew. In 1497, explorer John Cabot left Bristol on this little
boat and 3,000 miles later landed in what we now know is
North America. His discovery would change Britain and the
world forever.
Sailor and writer Tom Cunliffe sails the Matthew for himself
and finds out just how this incredible little boat made a journey
into the unknown and came back to tell the story.

MON 20:00 King Alfred and the Anglo Saxons (b038rkw9)
Aethelstan: The First King of England
In this third episode, Alfred's grandson Aethelstan fulfils the
family plan and creates a kingdom of all England.
Travelling from Devon to Cumbria, Scotland and Rome,
Michael Wood tells the tale of Aethelstan's wars, his learning
and his lawmaking, showing how he created a national coinage
and tracing the origin of the English parliament to the king's
new assembly politics. But there's also a dark side, with later
legends that the king had his brother drowned at sea. In his last
desperate struggle, Aethelstan defeated a huge invasion of
Vikings and Scots in what became known as the Anglo-Saxon
'Great War'.
Wood argues that Aethelstan was one of the greatest English
monarchs, and with his grandfather Alfred, his father Edward
and his aunt Aethelflaed, a member of our most remarkable
royal family and 'even more than the Tudors, the most gifted
and influential rulers in British history'.

MON 21:00 Genghis Khan (b007930p)
He was a man who combined the savagery of a real-life Conan
the Barbarian with the sheer tactical genius of Napoleon, a man
from the outermost reaches of Asia whose armies ultimately
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stood poised to conquer Europe. His name was Genghis Khan.

[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

TUE 01:30 Horizon (b01d99vb)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

Today the name of Genghis Khan is synonymous with dark evil
yet in his lifetime he was a heroic figure, a supreme strategist
capable of eliciting total devotion from his warriors.

TUESDAY 04 FEBRUARY 2014

TUE 02:30 Rococo: Travel, Pleasure, Madness (b03td84h)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

He grew up in poverty on the harsh unforgiving steppe of
Mongolia. From the murder of his father, the kidnap of his wife
and the execution of his closest friend, he learned the lessons of
life the hard way.

TUE 19:00 World News Today (b03td3lf)
The latest national and international news, exploring the day's
events from a global perspective.

So how did this outcast come to conquer an empire larger than
the Roman Empire? And was Genghis Khan the brutal monster
who ruthlessly slaughtered millions in his quest for power, or
was he a brilliant visionary who transformed a rabble of warring
tribes into a nation capable of world domination?

TUE 19:30 The Boats That Built Britain (b00sbp0t)
The Pickle

Filmed entirely on location in Mongolia, the film tells the truth
behind the legend that is Genghis Khan.

MON 22:00 Storyville (b03tj0n0)
Mad Dog: Gaddafi's Secret World
Colonel Gaddafi was called 'mad dog' by Ronald Reagan. His
income from oil was a billion dollars a week. He washed his
hands in deer's blood. No other dictator had such sex appeal and
no other so cannily combined oil and the implied threat of
terror to turn western powers into cowed appeasers.
When he went abroad - bedecked in fake medals from unfought
wars - a bulletproof tent was flown ahead, along with camels
that would be tethered outside. His sons lived a Dolce &
Gabbana lifestyle - one kept white tigers, while another
commissioned a $500 million cruise liner with a shark pool.
Like other tyrants, Gaddafi used torture and murder to silence
opposition, but what made his rule especially terrifying was that
death came so casually. A man who complained that Gaddafi
had an affair with his wife was allegedly tied between two cars
and torn in half. On visits to schools and orphanages Gaddafi
would tap underage girls on the head to show his henchmen
which ones he wanted. They would be taken to his palace and
abused. Young boys were held in tunnels under the palace.
Yet because of his vast oil lake there seemed no limit to western
generosity. British intelligence trapped one of his enemies
overseas and sent him to Libya as a gift. The same week, Tony
Blair arrived in Libya and a huge energy deal was announced.
Filmed in Cuba, the Pacific, Brazil, the US, South Africa, Libya
and Australia, the cast of this documentary consists of palace
insiders and those who gave shape to Gaddafi's dark dreams.
They include a fugitive from the FBI who helped kill his
enemies worldwide; the widow of the Libyan foreign minister
whose body Gaddafi kept in a freezer; and a female bodyguard
who adored him until she saw teenagers executed.
Gaddafi was a dictator like no other; their stories are stranger
than fiction.

MON 23:25 Hidden Histories: Britain's Oldest Family
Businesses (b03slwfr)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 on Sunday]

MON 00:25 King Alfred and the Anglo Saxons (b038rkw9)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

MON 01:25 Roundhead or Cavalier: Which One Are You?
(b01hr7k9)
In the middle of the 17th century, Britain was devastated by a
civil war that divided the nation into two tribes - the
Roundheads and the Cavaliers. In this programme, celebrities
and historians reveal that modern Britain is still defined by the
battle between the two tribes. The Cavaliers represent a Britain
of panache, pleasure and individuality. They are confronted by
the Roundheads, who stand for modesty, discipline, equality
and state intervention.
The ideas which emerged 350 years ago shaped our democracy,
civil liberties and constitution. They also create a cultural divide
that influences how we live, what we wear and even what we eat
and drink. Individuals usually identify with one tribe or the
other, but sometimes they need some elements of the enemy's
identity - David Cameron seeks a dash of the down-to-earth
Roundhead, while Ed Miliband looks for some Cavalier
charisma.
Featuring contributions from Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen, AS
Byatt, Julian Fellowes, Philippa Gregory, Anne Widdecombe
and Clarissa Dickson Wright.
Are you a Roundhead or a Cavalier?

WEDNESDAY 05 FEBRUARY 2014

HMS Pickle is the unsung hero of the British navy. In 1805
Britain had just won the most significant sea battle in history,
Trafalgar. But how to get the message home to an expectant
nation? Enter the Pickle, the smallest ship in the fleet, a little
boat with a revolutionary new design that beat her bigger rivals
back to Britain to deliver the news. Sailor and writer Tom
Cunliffe sets out in the Pickle and tells the story of a boat that,
against all the odds, delivered the most important news in
Britain's maritime history.

TUE 20:00 Horizon (b01d99vb)
2011-2012

WED 19:00 World News Today (b03td3ll)
The latest national and international news, exploring the day's
events from a global perspective.

WED 19:30 The Boats That Built Britain (b00scqb3)
The Phoenix
The square rigger is arguably the most important vehicle in
history. In the 19th century these boats transported finished
goods and raw materials all over the world, transforming Britain
from a second-rate European power into the richest and most
powerful nation on earth.
Sailor and writer Tom Cunliffe sets out on the Phoenix, a plankperfect square rigger, to discover just how these incredible
boats changed Britain and the world forever.

Solar Storms - The Threat to Planet Earth
There is a new kind of weather to worry about and it comes
from our nearest star.
Scientists are expecting a fit of violent activity on the sun,
which will propel billions of tonnes of superheated gas and
pulses of energy towards our planet. They have the power to
close down our modern technological civilisation - in 1989, a
solar storm cut off the power to the Canadian city of Quebec.
Horizon meets the space weathermen who are trying to predict
what is coming our way, and organisations like the National
Grid, who are preparing for the impending solar storms.

WED 20:00 Ancient Greece: The Greatest Show on Earth
(b039fpnk)
Democrats
Classicist Dr Michael Scott journeys to Athens to explore how
drama first began. He discovers that from the very start it was
about more than just entertainment - it was a reaction to real
events, it was a driving force in history and it was deeply
connected to Athenian democracy. In fact, the story of theatre
is the story of Athens.

WED 21:00 Storyville (b03td9sc)
K2: The Killer Summit
TUE 21:00 Rococo: Travel, Pleasure, Madness (b03td84h)
Madness
Following the grandeur of Baroque, Rococo art is often
dismissed as frivolous and unserious, but Waldemar Januszczak
disagrees. In this three-part series he re-examines Rococo art
and argues that the Rococo was actually the age in which the
modern world was born. Picking three key territories of Rococo
achievement - travel, pleasure and madness - Waldemar
celebrates the finest cultural achievements of the period and
examine the drives and underlying meanings that make them so
prescient.
The final episode focuses on the Rococo's descent into
madness. When you spend as much time as the Rococo did
having fun and escaping reality, madness soon sets in. The 18th
century is seen as the era of frivolity and enjoyment, but in an
age of such decadence there was also the brutish satire of
Hogarth, the mysterious masked figures of Longhi, the anguish
of Messerschmidt and the depths of Goya's macabre genius.

TUE 22:00 Easter Island: Mysteries of a Lost World
(b03srmm6)
The contrast between the majestic statues of Easter Island and
the desolation of their surroundings is stark. For decades Easter
Island, or Rapa Nui as the islanders call it, has been seen as a
warning from history for the planet as a whole - wilfully expend
natural resources and the collapse of civilisation is inevitable.
But archaeologist Dr Jago Cooper believes this is a disastrous
misreading of what happened on Easter Island. He believes that
its culture was a success story not a failure, and the real reasons
for its ultimate demise were far more shocking. Cooper argues
that there is an important lesson that the experience of Easter
Island can teach the rest of the world, but it doesn't begin by
blaming its inhabitants for their own downfall.
This film examines the latest scientific and archaeological
evidence to reveal a compelling new narrative, one that sees the
famous statues as only part of a complex culture that thrived in
isolation. Cooper finds a path between competing theories
about what happened to Easter Island to make us see this unique
place in a fresh light.

In August 2008, 25 climbers from several international
expeditions converged on high camp of K2, the final stop
before the summit of the most dangerous mountain on earth.
Just 48 hours later, 11 had been killed or simply vanished,
making it the deadliest day in mountaineering history.
In a century of assaults on K2, only about 300 people have ever
seen the view from the planet's second highest peak. More than
a quarter of those who made it didn't live long enough to share
the glory.
At the heart of this documentary lies a mystery about one
extraordinary Irishman, Ger McDonnell. At the very limit of his
physical resources, he faced a heartbreaking dilemma. Through
recreations, archive and home movie footage, and interviews
with survivors and families, the film creates a forensic, vivid
version of events that is emotive, engrossing and, at times,
deeply shocking.

WED 22:20 Julia Bradbury's Icelandic Walk (b0110grr)
Julia Bradbury heads for Iceland to embark on the toughest
walk of her life. Her challenge is to walk the 60 kilometres of
Iceland's most famous hiking route, a trail that just happens to
end at the unpronounceable volcano that brought air traffic
across Europe to a standstill in 2010. With the help of Icelandic
mountain guide Hanna, Julia faces daunting mountain climbs,
red hot lava fields, freezing river crossings, deadly clouds of
sulphuric gas, swirling ash deserts and sinister Nordic ghost
stories as she attempts to reach the huge volcanic crater at the
centre of the Eyjafjallajökull glacier.

WED 23:20 Wainwright: The Man Who Loved the Lakes
(b0074tfq)
Capturing the beauty of the English Lake District, a
documentary which traces the life of writer and artist Alfred
Wainwright, the eccentric Lancastrian who created a series of
iconic fell-walking books which he hand-wrote, illustrated and
published himself in the 1950s.
Celebrating the centenary of his birth, the film captures his
passionate love affair with the Lakeland landscape and explores
how his books have become guide-book classics for millions of
fell-walkers.

TUE 23:30 Wild China (b00bwky1)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:00 on Saturday]

TUE 00:30 Pain, Pus and Poison: The Search for Modern
Medicines (b03ccs7k)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 on Saturday]

MON 02:25 Genghis Khan (b007930p)

Supported by bbc.co.uk/programmes/

WED 00:25 The Joy of Logic (b03k6ypz)
A sharp, witty, mind-expanding and exuberant foray into the
world of logic with computer scientist Professor Dave Cliff.
Following in the footsteps of the award-winning The Joy of
Stats and its sequel Tails You Win - The Science of Chance,
this film takes viewers on a new rollercoaster ride through
philosophy, maths, science and technology- all of which, under
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the bonnet, run on logic.
Wielding the same wit and wisdom, animation and gleeful
nerdery as its predecessors, this film journeys from Aristotle to
Alice in Wonderland, sci-fi to supercomputers to tell the
fascinating story of the quest for certainty and the fundamentals
of sound reasoning itself.
Dave Cliff, professor of computer science and engineering at
Bristol University, is no abstract theoretician. 15 years ago he
combined logic and a bit of maths to write one of the first
computer programs to outperform humans at trading stocks and
shares. Giving away the software for free, he says, was not his
most logical move...
With the help of 25 seven-year-olds, Professor Cliff creates, for
the first time ever, a computer made entirely of children,
running on nothing but logic. We also meet the world's brainiest
whizz-kids, competing at the International Olympiad of
Informatics in Brisbane, Australia.
The film also hails logic's all-time heroes: George Boole who
moved logic beyond philosophy to mathematics; Bertrand
Russell, who took 360+ pages but heroically proved that 1 + 1 =
2; Kurt Godel, who brought logic to its knees by demonstrating
that some truths are unprovable; and Alan Turing, who, with
what Cliff calls an 'almost exquisite paradox', was inspired by
this huge setback to logic to conceive the computer.
Ultimately, the film asks, can humans really stay ahead? Could
today's generation of logical computing machines be smarter
than us? What does that tell us about our own brains, and just
how 'logical' we really are...?

their roots in the coal mining area of Kentucky where their
father Ike, a miner, had been a local guitar star. He too had
played with his coal mining brothers, in the 30s. In the moody
atmosphere of Muhlenberg County, they have an emotional
reunion with three generations of Everlys.

Since 1927, the volcano Anak Krakatoa, the child of Krakatoa,
has been growing. It is now over half the size of the original
volcano. And geologists are certain that it will erupt again. The
only questions that remain are how and when.

With contributions from master musician and producer Chet
Atkins, songwriters Felice and Boudleaux Bryant and the
legendary guitar singer and ex-coal miner, Ike's close friend
Mose Rager.

THU 22:50 Horizon (b01d99vb)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 on Tuesday]

FRI 22:35 Arena (b03txrsz)
The Everly Brothers Reunion Concert

THU 23:50 Rococo: Travel, Pleasure, Madness (b03td84h)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 on Tuesday]

THU 00:50 Top of the Pops (b03td9s9)
[Repeat of broadcast at 19:30 today]

THU 01:25 Ever Decreasing Circles (b036d6fg)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

THU 01:55 London on Film (b01kf64g)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:30 today]

THU 02:25 Sex: A Horizon Guide (b039vj9x)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

FRIDAY 07 FEBRUARY 2014

WED 02:25 Storyville (b03td9sc)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

FRI 19:00 World News Today (b03td3lx)
The latest national and international news, exploring the day's
events from a global perspective.

THURSDAY 06 FEBRUARY 2014

FRI 19:30 Transatlantic Sessions (b03bgnv2)
Series 6

THU 19:30 Top of the Pops (b03td9s9)
Weekly pop chart programme presented by David 'Kid' Jensen,
including performances by Mick Jackson, the Jacksons, Darts,
Rod Stewart, Elvis Costello and the Attractions, Leif Garrett,
Judas Priest, Blondie and dance sequences by Legs & Co.

THU 20:00 Ever Decreasing Circles (b036d6fg)
Series 1
Vicars and Tarts
Martin organises a fundraising dance. Paul innocently lends a
helping hand and in doing so mercilessly interferes with
Martin's arrangements. How will Martin retaliate?

THU 20:30 London on Film (b01kf64g)
The Suburbs
From the start, suburban London has been captured on film. For
some it is a gracious retreat while for others an unwelcome
exile. This is a confusing world of tidy semis, old villages and
sprawling estates, of commuters, hidden lives and conflict revealed entirely through archive images.

THU 21:00 Sex: A Horizon Guide (b039vj9x)
Sex is a simple word for a very complex set of desires. It cuts to
the core of our passions, our wants, our emotions. But when it
goes wrong, it can be the most painful thing of all. Professor
Alice Roberts looks through 45 years of Horizon archive to see
how science came to understand sex, strived to solve our
problems with it and even helped us to do it better. Can science
save the day when sex goes wrong?

Music co-directors, Shetland fiddle virtuoso Aly Bain, dobro
ace Jerry Douglas and their all-star house band, host a gathering
of the cream of Nashville, Irish and Scottish talent in a
spectacular new location overlooking the bonnie, bonnie banks
of Loch Lomond.
This programme features not only established favourites Karen
Matheson, Cara Dillon and Andy Irvine but also exciting
newcomers such as Boston's Aoife O'Donovan, Teddy
Thompson, son of the legendary Richard and, from Scotland,
Ewan McLennan.

FRI 20:00 Sound of Cinema: The Music That Made the
Movies (b03b45h4)
The Big Score
In a series celebrating the art of the cinema soundtrack, Neil
Brand explores the work of the great movie composers and
demonstrates their techniques. Neil begins by looking at how
the classic orchestral film score emerged and why it's still going
strong today.
Neil traces how in the 1930s, European-born composers such as
Max Steiner and Erich Wolfgang Korngold brought their
Viennese training to play in stirring, romantic scores for
Hollywood masterpieces like King Kong and The Adventures of
Robin Hood. But it took a home-grown American talent,
Bernard Herrmann, to bring a darker, more modern sound to
some of cinema's finest films, with his scores for Citizen Kane,
Psycho and Taxi Driver.
Among those Neil meets are leading film-makers and
composers who discuss their work, including Martin Scorsese
and Hans Zimmer, composer of blockbusters like Gladiator and
Inception.

The Everly Brothers were among the most successful and
revered of all the giants of early rock 'n' roll. A determining
influence on the Beatles, Simon and Garfunkel and the Beach
Boys, they brought the ethereal harmonies of the Appalachian
Mountains to the wild mix of rock 'n' roll.
First broadcast in 1984 as part of their reunion after ten bitter
years apart, Arena traces their fabulous career, their split and
triumphant reunion. Most of all, Don and Phil wanted to revisit

Supported by bbc.co.uk/programmes/
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FRI 23:55 Country at the BBC (b017zqwb)
Grab your partner by the hand - the BBC have raided their
archive and brought to light glittering performances by country
artists over the last four decades.
Star appearances include Tammy Wynette, Kris Kristofferson,
Johnny Cash and, of course, Dolly Parton. All the greats have
performed for the BBC at some point - on entertainment shows,
in concert and at the BBC studios. Some of the rhinestones
revealed are Charley Pride's Crystal Chandeliers from the Lulu
Show, Emmylou Harris singing Together Again on the Old
Grey Whistle Test and Billie Jo Spears's Your Good Girl's
Gonna Go Bad from the Val Doonican Music Show.
We're brought up to date with modern country hits by kd lang,
Garth Brooks, Alison Krauss and Taylor Swift, plus a special
unbroadcasted performance from Later...with Jools Holland by
Willie Nelson.

Episode 1

FRI 21:00 Arena (b03tx91g)
The Everly Brothers: Songs of Innocence and Experience
THU 22:00 Krakatoa Revealed (b00791fm)
In 1883, the volcanic island of Krakatoa erupted without
warning. Within a day the island had virtually disappeared in
the loudest explosion ever recorded. The eruption generated a
succession of massive tsunamis that wiped out the Indonesian
coastline and killed over 30,000 people. These waves were three
times higher than those seen on Boxing Day in 2004. And over
30 miles from the volcano, across open ocean, thousands more
were killed by hot ash.

In the autumn of 1983, the Everly Brothers played their
legendary reunion concerts in London. Of all the venues in the
world, they chose the Royal Albert Hall because they had
treasured memories of playing there with their father Ike, a
guitar virtuoso in his own right.
All London was there and it was such an event that the filming
was fed live into the BBC 9 o'clock News. After their
acrimonious split, which had lasted ten years, Arena's cameras
proved that they and their unique, beautiful sound were as
magical as ever.
First broadcast at Christmas 1983.

WED 01:25 Ancient Greece: The Greatest Show on Earth
(b039fpnk)
[Repeat of broadcast at 20:00 today]

THU 19:00 World News Today (b03td3lr)
The latest national and international news, exploring the day's
events from a global perspective.
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For over a century geologists have been unable to explain how
so many people died. But today, through field studies,
experiments and analysis of historical records, they think they
have finally found the answers. And these answers are hugely
important because the volcano is back.

FRI 01:25 50s Britannia (b01sgbw2)
Rock 'n' Roll Britannia
Long before the Beatles there was British rock 'n' roll. Between
1956 and 1960 British youth created a unique copy of a distant
and scarce American original whilst most parents, professional
jazz men and even the BBC did their level best to snuff it out.
From its first faltering steps as a facsimile of Bill Haley's swing
style to the sophistication of self-penned landmarks such as
Shakin' All Over and The Sound of Fury, this is the story of
how the likes of Lord Rockingham's XI, Vince Taylor and Cliff
Richard and The Shadows laid the foundations for an enduring
50-year culture of rock 'n' roll.
Now well into their seventies, the flame still burns strong in the
hearts of the original young ones. Featuring Sir Cliff Richard,
Marty Wilde, Joe Brown, Bruce Welch, Cherry Wainer and The
Quarrymen.

FRI 02:25 Arena (b03tx91g)
[Repeat of broadcast at 21:00 today]

